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Executive Summary

Deliverable D3.1 “Report on the TeamPlay Basic Compiler Infrastructure”,
due at month 12 of the TeamPlay project, reflects on the work carried out
under task T3.1 “Energy-, Timing- and Security-Aware Compiler Infrastruc-
ture”. According to the Description of Work, this task will provide and con-
tinuously maintain the project’s compiler infrastructure based on TUHH’s
WCC. In the early stages of TeamPlay, this task will mostly focus on retar-
geting the infrastructure so that operational compilers for the target archi-
tectures of the project (LEON3 and ARM Cortex-M0) are obtained.

Accordingly, this deliverable reports on the actual activities carried out to
retarget WCC’s back-end to these new target architectures. The integration
of a project-wide, common release of AbsInt’s static WCET analyzer aiT
into WCC will also be explained. In anticipation of task T3.1’s activities
during project year 2, a prototypical infrastructure for early energy analysis
within WCC has been designed and is described in this deliverable. As a very
first proof of concept, WCC has been used to generate code for a computer
vision application supporting the Use Case “Low-Power Computational Unit
for Drones”. The outcomes of these activities are finally summarized in the
present deliverable.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Embedded systems often have to meet stringent constraints on their resource
usage like, e.g., timing or energy dissipation. Today, software development
for embedded systems relies on high-level languages like C, and compilers.
Modern compilers include a vast variety of optimizations. However, they
mostly aim at reducing average-case execution times (ACETs). In addition,
even modern compilers are often unable to quantify the effect of an opti-
mization since they lack precise timing models [Lee05].

Currently, software design for resource-constrained embedded systems is
tedious: they are often designed using model-based approaches and tools
like e.g., ASCET, SCADE or Matlab. These tools automatically generate
C code which is compiled in the next step. Since usual compilers have no
integrated notion of resource consumption, applied optimizations may lead
to large timing or energy consumption degradations. The code produced by
the compiler is then manually tested and analyzed for resource usage. Only
after this very final step in the entire design flow, it can be verified if resource
constraints are met. If not, the high-level graphical specification is changed
in the hope that the resulting C and assembly codes have a reduced resource
usage in the end.

Up to now, no tools exist that assist the designer to systematically reduce
resource usage of C or assembly code, to trade different kinds of resource us-
age (e.g., real-time demands versus energy consumption), or to automate the
above design flow. Thus, it is desirable to have a resource-aware compiler
featuring multi-criterial optimizations, which is the overall goal of Team-
Play work package WP3. In order to reach this goal, WP3 bases on the
WCET-aware C Compiler WCC [FL10, WCC18] provided by TUHH. Re-
source analyses for the TeamPlay target architectures will have to be inte-
grated into WCC that extend the compiler by timing and energy models
such that it has a clear notion of a program’s resource usage.

Task T3.1 will provide and continuously maintain the TeamPlay energy-,
timing- and security aware compiler infrastructure, and this deliverable de-
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scribes the current state of compiler-related activities in the context of T3.1.
Section 2 provides a short overview over the WCC compiler infrastructure
in its state at the start of TeamPlay. The extensions to the compiler in
order to support the new TeamPlay target architectures LEON3 and ARM
Cortex-M0 will be described in Section 3. Section 4 describes the extensions
applied to WCC in order to integrate AbsInt’s latest release of its static
WCET analyzer aiT. An initial infrastructure to model and analyze energy
usage within the compiler and to interface WCC with the work done in work
package WP4 is described in Section 5. First experiments to apply the com-
piler to a realistic code base for computer vision are described in Section 6.
The deliverable concludes with an outlook on future work in Section 7.

According to its technical content, deliverable D3.1 contributes towards
milestone MS3 “First prototypes of components and tools available for feed-
back and early evaluation, test bench for evaluation is set up” due in month
M18.
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Chapter 2

Background on the
WCET-aware C Compiler
WCC

2.1 Introduction

This section presents basic concepts and infrastructures of the WCET-aware
C Compiler WCC [WCC18] as they were realized with the start of the Team-
Play project. WCC is a C compiler for ARM7 and for Infineon TriCore
TC1796 and TC1797 processors that are heavily used in the automotive in-
dustry. Its key feature is the tight integration of AbsInt’s static WCET
analyzer aiT into the compilation and optimization flow. This enables a
precise modelling of execution times within the compiler, the systematic ex-
ploitation of this timing model by optimization, and the automation of the
usually separately and manually executed steps of compilation and timing
analysis.

WCC’s overall structure is depicted in Fig. 2.1. Those modules of the
compiler connected with solid arrows resemble a typical optimizing compiler:

Parser: The parser is fully compliant with ANSI C. It accepts several C
source files within a single compiler run and creates a High-Level In-
termediate Representation (IR) called ICD-C from them.

High-Level IR: The ICD-C framework [Inf10a] is a data structure that
provides a machine-independent IR for C code. It features machine-
independent code analyses and optimizations.

Code selector: The code selector translates the compiler’s High-Level IR
into a low-level representation of assembly code for one of the supported
target architectures.
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Figure 2.1: WCC Compiler Infrastructure

Low-Level IR: ICD-LLIR [Inf10b] is used as a data structure providing a
retargetable low-level IR for compiler back-ends. It includes various
assembly-level analyses and optimizations.

Code generator: The code generator finally emits valid assembly code and
tailored linker scripts from this processor-specific low-level IR.

The key components which turn WCC into a unique WCET-aware C
compiler are depicted with dashed arrows in Fig. 2.1. Sections 2.2–2.5 de-
scribe these modules in more detail. They deal with WCC’s memory hier-
archy specification, integration of the aiT WCET analyzer, flow facts, and
back-annotation.

2.2 Specification of Memory Hierarchies

The performance of many systems used today is largely dominated by the
memory subsystem. Due to the large speed gap between slow memories and
fast processors, execution times of software widely depend on the character-
istics of the memory hierarchy on the one hand, and on the characteristics of
memory accesses performed by the software on the other hand. Obviously,
the WCET estimates produced by a static WCET analyzer as described in
Section 2.1 also heavily depend on the memories.

Within the WCC compiler environment where the WCET analyzer is
tightly integrated into the code generation process, it is in the duty of the
compiler to provide the WCET analyzer with detailed information about
the underlying memory hierarchy in order to obtain safe and tight WCET
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# Data SRAM (DMU)
[DMU-SRAM]
origin = 0xc0000000
length = 0x10000 # 64K
attributes = RWA # read/write/allocatable
cycles = 6
sections = .data.sram

Figure 2.2: Exemplary Memory Specification within WCC

estimates. For this reason, WCC includes an infrastructure to specify mem-
ory hierarchies. Besides its use for WCET analysis, WCC heavily exploits
this memory hierarchy infrastructure during memory-aware optimizations to
reduce WCETs.

WCC provides a simple text file interface to specify processor-dependent
memory hierarchies. Such a memory specification describes different regions
of a processor’s physical memory hierarchy. For each physical memory region,
the following attributes can be defined:

• the region’s base address and absolute length,

• access attributes like e.g., read, write, executable, allocatable,

• memory access times, specified in processor cycles,

• assembly-level sections that are allowed to be mapped to a memory
region.

For caches, various attributes like, e.g., absolute sizes, line sizes or asso-
ciativity can be specified, too. Fig. 2.2 shows a fragment of WCC’s memory
hierarchy specification for the Infineon TriCore TC1796 processor.

Program or data fragments can now be moved to the present memo-
ries within the compiler’s back-end. WCC’s Low-Level IR maintains a set
of assembly level sections that serve as containers for, e.g., program code,
uninitialized or pre-initialized data, constants etc. sections directives in a
memory specification (cf. Fig. 2.2) define to which physical memory region
an assembly section will be mapped. Memory allocation is then done by sim-
ply assigning code and data objects to such sections within the Low-Level
IR.

2.3 Integration of Static WCET Analysis intoWCC

In order to obtain a precise model of Worst-Case Execution Times (WCETs)
within WCC, the compiler is tightly coupled with AbsInt’s analyzer aiT.
WCET analysis takes place at the assembly/binary level, since it relies on
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processor-specific information and machine code. Thus, aiT is integrated
into WCC in the back-end, based on WCC’s Low-Level IR (cf. Fig. 2.1).
This is achieved by translating WCC’s low-level code into a fully-assembled
and linked binary executable that is passed to aiT for analysis.

aiT itself consists of several stand-alone programs that perform individ-
ual analyses on the binary executable like, e.g., control flow reconstruction,
value and loop analysis, or cache and pipeline analysis. WCC invokes all
these individual programs of aiT in their correct order and achieves a fully
automated and seamless encapsulation of WCET analysis in WCC in this
way. The compiler user is unaware of the fact that timing analyses are per-
formed in the background, and the user does not get in touch at all with
the configuration of various parameters that are mandatory to run a WCET
analysis with aiT. Instead, WCC fully automatically produces all required
configuration and annotation files that, besides the binary executable to be
analyzed, represent additionally required input to aiT.

After aiT is invoked, the analyzer’s results are extracted and imported
in WCC’s Low-Level IR. Among others, the following WCET-related data
is made available to the compiler this way:

• WCET of the entire program, of each function and each basic block,

• worst-case call frequency per function,

• worst-case execution frequencies per basic block,

• safe approximations of register values,

• encountered cache misses per basic block.

2.4 Flow Fact Specification and Transformation

A program’s execution time (on a given hardware) is strongly determined by
its control flow. Since loop iteration counts are crucial for a precise WCET
analysis, and since they cannot be computed for arbitrary loops in general,
they need to be specified by the user of a static WCET analyzer.

Besides loops known from high-level programming languages, any cycle
in a program’s Control Flow Graph (CFG) needs to be annotated manually
by the user. These user-provided annotations are usually called flow facts.
Flow facts describe the set of possible execution paths of a program [Kir03].
In general, a static WCET analyzer requires the following kinds of flow facts
to perform safe and precise WCET analysis:

• loop iteration counts,

• recursion depths,
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• execution frequency of an instruction, relative to some other instruc-
tion.

WCC fully supports source-level flow facts by means of ANSI C pragmas.
The WCC user can annotate C source code using either Loop Bound or Flow
Restriction flow facts.

Loop bounds specify limits of iteration counts of regular loops (i.e., for-,
while-do- and do-while-loops with single-entry property and well-defined
termination condition). For such loops, minimum and maximum iteration
counts can be specified according to the following EBNF grammar:

LOOPBOUND |= loopbound min NUM max NUM
NUM |= Non-negative Integer

For example, the following snippet of C code specifies that the shown
loop body is executed exactly 100 times:

_Pragma( "loopbound min 100 max 100" )
for ( i = 1; i <= 100; i++ )

Array[ i ] = i * fact * KNOWN_VALUE;
For irregular loops (e.g., multi-entry loops, loops without explicit termi-

nation condition or loops that use goto-statements), loop bound annotations
are inapplicable. Instead, WCC provides flow restriction annotations which
allow to relate the execution frequency of one C statement with that of other
statements.

In order to use flow restrictions, some auxiliary annotations called mark-
ers are required which attach an identifying string to some source code state-
ment – they are identical to C or assembly labels:

MARKER |= marker NAME
NAME |= Identifier

Using the identifiers specified by markers, complex flow restriction anno-
tations can be defined according to the following EBNF syntax:

FLOWRESTRICTION |= flowrestriction SIDE COMPARATOR SIDE
COMPARATOR |= >= | <= | =
SIDE |= SIDE + SIDE | NUM * REFERENCE
REFERENCE |= NAME | Function Name

Flow restrictions allow to specify linear dependencies between arbitrary
positions in the C source code. E.g., the flow restriction below annotates a
triangular loop:

_Pragma( "marker outside" )
Statement A ;

for ( i = 0; i < 10; i++ )
for ( j = i; j < 10; j++ )

_Pragma( "marker inside" )
Statement B ;

_Pragma( "flowrestriction 1*inside <= 55*outside" );
It states that the execution frequency of the code marked by inside is

at most 55 times larger than that of statement A labeled by outside.
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Finally, WCC fully automatically takes care of the fact that annotated
flow facts must be transformed and updated whenever the compiler changes
the code’s abstraction level (i.e., when translating the High-Level IR into
assembly code of the Low-Level IR) or when it applies optimizations leading
to control flow changes (e.g., loop unrolling).

2.5 Back-Annotation of WCET Data

WCC’s infrastructure described up to now allows the effective analysis and
optimization of code at assembly level where WCET estimates are imported
from aiT and made accessible to the compiler. Still, source code-level WCET-
aware optimizations that take place at WCC’s High-Level IR are not yet
supported due to the lack of timing information at this abstraction. In or-
der to shift WCET timing data from assembly to the source code level, a
bridge between both abstraction levels of the code is realized by WCC’s
back-annotation.

For this purpose, a connection in the form of a mapping between assembly-
level basic blocks and C-level statements and expressions thus has to be es-
tablished. In general, this mapping can be an n:m relation as shown by the
following examples:

1:1 Relation: Sequential code with no control flow mod-
ification as shown on the right is represented in both IRs as a
single basic block, thus the mapping of low-level to high-level
blocks is obvious.

{
c += 2;
b += c;
res = a + b;

}

n:1 Relation: A source code fragment with a function
call as depicted right is represented by a single high-level basic
block. It corresponds to two low-level basic blocks due to the
call of foo. Similar n:1 situations occur in the presence of

{
a = a / 2;
a += 100;
a = foo( a );
return a;

}
the logical AND (&&), OR (||), and conditional (?) operators of ANSI C,
since they implicitly modify the control flow. They are typically used in
complex conditions with multiple comparisons which are covered by a single
high-level block. In contrast, each comparison is represented at the assembly
code-level by an individual basic block. Thus, the mapping of low-level to
high-level basic blocks becomes surjective for n:1 relations.

1:m Relation: For the code shown right, two high-
level blocks represent the loop body and the exit condition.
This loop is modeled by only one low-level block, since

do {
a--;
sum += a;

} while ( a > 0 );

the computations of the loop body, the test of the exit condition and the
conditional jump back to the loop header is a sequence of code without any
control flow modifications in between.

Since WCC’s code selector is the interface between the source- and assembly-
level IRs, it also determines the above relationships between high- and low-
level blocks and their corresponding mappings. After establishing this con-
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nection between assembly- and source-level basic blocks, WCET timing data
and additional information from the compiler’s back-end can now be back-
annotated to the source code level. This includes, e.g.:

• WCET for the entire program, functions, and basic blocks,

• information whether a high-level block lies on the timing-critical path,

• worst-case execution frequency of blocks,

• number of I-cache misses per basic block encountered during WCET
analysis,

• code size and amount of spill code per assembly-level basic block.

The presence of analysis data at the high abstraction levels within the
compiler might ease the exchange of information between WCC and the
programming-language contracts of Work Package 1 in the future.
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Chapter 3

Compiler Support for
TeamPlay Processor
Architectures

3.1 Introduction

In order to support the TAS-E use case of space systems, support for the
LEON3 instruction set architecture and for its specific implementation Cob-
ham Gaisler GR712RC Dual-Core LEON3 needs to be added to WCC. Like-
wise, the medical pill use case requires compiler support for the ARM Cortex-
M0 architecture and its specific variant STM32F0. This retargeting of the
compiler involves extension of all those modules of the compiler (cf. Fig-
ure 2.1 on page 8) that are processor-specific and that must be able to deal
with assembly code for these new architectures:

• Low-Level Intermediate Representation

• Code selector

• Assembly code generator

• Memory hierarchy specification

3.2 Retargeting of WCC’s Low-Level Intermediate
Representation

WCC handles assembly code using the Low-Level Intermediate Representa-
tion (LLIR) class library. In essence, the LLIR design aims to encapsulate
all the different elements needed for representing and analysing assembly
code for more or less arbitrary generic target processors. The overall class
structure of LLIR is shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: LLIR Class Diagram

The LLIR class is the top class and represents essentially a complete as-
sembly file. The LLIR itself consists of one or more LLIR Functions which
are generated from functions of a high-level programming language. A func-
tion in turn holds one or more basic blocks which are defined to be maximal
sequences of instructions that can be entered only at the first of them and
exited only from the last of them. Each LLIR Basic block can belong to one
LLIR Function only and has a unique label as identifier.

Machine instructions are represented by LLIR Instructions, which consist
of one or more parameterised machine operations modeled in turn by LLIR
Operations. An LLIR Instruction is capable of holding multiple operations
which is a feature of Very Long Instruction Word Processors (VLIW) where
several operations are bundeled together in one instruction and all of them
are executed fully in parallel.

LLIR operations finally represent actual assembly operations consisting
of mnemonics and a variable number of parameters, of which LLIR speci-
fies four different types: Registers, immediate integer constants, labels and
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operators. A register parameter specifies a register to be used as operation
parameter, and whether it is defined, used or both by a given operation. Im-
mediate parameters represent integer constants that can directly be encoded
in assembly instructions. A label parameter is mostly relevant for various
types of jump and function call operations in order to specify positions in
the assembly code where to jump to. Finally, operator parameters are used
to denote, e.g., processor-specific addressing modes or condition codes.

This LLIR structure is fully generic and does not depend on a particular
target architecture at all. However, in order to turn this generic structure
into a LEON3- or Cortex-M0-specific assembly code representation, the fea-
tures of these processors have to be modeled adequately by providing dedi-
cated processor specifications that complement the generic LLIR classes from
Figure 3.1. For this purpose, dedicated C++ files (arch/PROC/proc.cc and
proc.h) have been designed for both the LEON3 and the Cortex-M0. They
most importantly specify the operation code (opcode) mnemonics, available
registers, register hierarchies, addressing modes and architecture-specific in-
struction/operation properties recognised by the WCC framework.

Using C++ enumeration types, all LEON3/Cortex-M0 mnemonics are
specified for LLIR – ranging from add for integer additions up to xor for
bit-wise logical exclusive or operations. Furthermore, the byte sizes of all
these machine operations are specified in order to precisely model code size
at assembly level. For the LEON3 architecture, all operations’ sizes are four
bytes, but for the Cortex-M0, the operation size can vary between two and
four bytes.

The SPARCv8-based LEON3 architecture can theoretically support up
to 520 physical integer unit (IU) registers that are accessed through sets of
32 so-called windowed registers. At the assembly level, these windowed regis-
ters are accessed via the specifiers R0 through R31 which are thus modeled in
the LLIR LEON3 processor description in addition to the IU registers IU0 to
IU519. In compliance with the SPARCv8 architecture manual [SPA92], these
registers are also accessible via their global (G0-G7), local (L0-L7), in (I0-I7)
and out (O0-O7) aliases within the LLIR. There are a total of six status and
control registers related to the IU registers: the Processor State Register
(PSR), the Window Invalid Mask (WIM), the Trap Base Register (TBR), Mul-
tiply/Divide Register (Y), Program Counter (PC) and the Program Counter
next (nPC). SPARCv8 also defines 31 ancillary or application-specific regis-
ters, as well as a status register for the floating-point unit and coprocessor
each.

The register file of the Cortex-M0 [ARM09] is much easier to model
within the LLIR, since it features only 13 general purpose registers named
R0 to R12. The register file is completed within LLIR by the StackPointer
(R13), the Link Register (R14) and the Program Counter (R15).
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3.3 Code Selection

The goal of the code selector is to translate the compiler’s High-Level IR
into a representation of processor-specific assembly code. Modern compilers
regularly use Tree Pattern Matching (TPM) [AJ76] as standard algorithm for
this task, and so does WCC for the Infineon TriCore architecture. However,
the TriCore-specific TPM grammar features approx. 39,000 lines of code
which underlines that designing such a grammar for either of the LEON3 or
Cortex-M0 architectures is infeasible in the context of TeamPlay.

As a solution, WCC instead relies on external compilers (here: GNU
GCC for LEON and ARM) just for the purpose of code selection: During
compilation, WCC transparently invokes the external GCC compiler with-
out any optimization being applied, processes its generated assembly code
and translates it into WCC’s Low-Level IR. For this purpose, WCC emits
its optimized High-Level IR into temporary plain-text C files to which the
external LEON3/Cortex-M0 ports of GCC are applied which output valid
assembly code files for these two new processor architectures. These assem-
bly files are parsed and translated into LLIR objects within the TeamPlay
compiler WCC for further processor-specific analysis and optimization.

This translation of the GCC-created assembly files into LLIR data struc-
tures requires to perform a lexical, syntactical and semantical analysis of
these assembly files. For lexical analysis, we employ the open source Flex
lexical analysis generator to produce tokens to be used during syntactical
and semantical analysis. Using LEON3- or Cortex-M0-tailored specifications
how to tokenize the operation mnemonics, parameters, labels, assembler di-
rectives etc., Flex generates a deterministic finite automaton as scanner.

The tokens recognized by the scanner are fed into a one-token Look-
Ahead Left-to-Right parser (LALR(1)) that we generate with the open source
parser generator Bison. Bison takes a rule set specified as context-free gram-
mar in Backus-Naur form (BNF) as input. This grammar defines assembly
statements that are separated by statement separator tokens like, e.g., new-
lines or semicolons. Statements can be either operations, label definitions or
assembler directives. The rules of this grammar are accompanied by seman-
tic actions that produce either a valid LEON3 or a Cortex-M0 LLIR object
hierarchy as a by-product of building the Bison parsing tree.

3.4 Assembly Code Generation

As depicted in Figure 2.1, the WCC infrastructure emits an optimized assem-
bly file and an accompanying linker script as a result of the code generation
step. For the output of valid processor-specific assembly code, WCC fea-
tures dedicated C++ modules like, e.g., outas_leon or outas_arm. Within
these modules, the LLIR’s generic C++ output stream operators ’<<’ are
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overloaded such that correct output for the individual target architectures is
produced that is accepted by subsequent assembler and linker tools. At this
stage of the work on retargeting WCC to new architectures, particular care
was taken to properly implement the Application Binary Interfaces (ABI)
for LEON3 and Cortex-M0 [San96, ARM15]. These documents describe
low-level software properties like, e.g., function call conventions, stack frame
layouts, object file sections and alignment requirements. WCC’s processor-
specific code generators take these requirements into account by, e.g., emit-
ting dedicated assembly directives for padding or aligning code and data
sections, besides dumping the actual assembly code.

In contrast to classical compilers like, e.g., GCC or LLVM, WCC not
only produces assembly code as output but also emits a tailored linker script.
The rationale behind this is that in the WCC compilation setup, it is the
compiler that exclusively decides on the memory layout of an optimized pro-
gram, while this is usually delegated to the linker in a standard compilation
environment. It has turned out that the memories of a processor are crit-
ical with respect to time, energy and security issues so that it is no longer
appropriate to have a rather unsophisticated linker taking such important
decisions. However, performing memory allocation and layout within the
compiler comes with the side-effect that the subsequently applied assembler
and linker tools must be forced to strictly adhere to the layout that WCC
determines. This is finally ensured by the specifically tailored linker scripts
produced by WCC as second relevant compiler output. Again, all LEON3-
and Cortex-M0-specific low-level aspects of the ABI have to be taken into ac-
count during linker script generation, as well as conventions imposed by the
actual linker (here: GNU ld) plus the information about available memory
regions, physical addresses and mapping of executable sections to memories.

3.5 Memory Layout Specifications

3.5.1 Cobham Gaisler GR712RC

The GR712RC architecture targeted by TeamPlay (cf. Figure 3.2) is a
LEON3FT dual-core system. It supports up to 32 MB of boot PROM, up to
32 MB SRAM and up to 1 GB of SDRAM that are all off-chip memories and
can be organized in several memory banks [Cob18b]. In addition to that, the
architecture features 192 KB of on-chip, error-correcting AHBRAM memory.
The address ranges of these physical memory regions are given in Table 3.1.
The presence of SRAM memory is optional. In case that SRAM is disabled,
the address range of the subsequent SDRAM area changes as also shown in
Table 3.1.

These memory regions are introduced to the WCC compiler by provid-
ing an accordingly tailored memory hierarchy specification as presented in
Section 2.2. The boot section is mapped to the PROM which only has
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Figure 3.2: Block Diagram of Cobham Gaisler GR712RC [Cob18a]

Address Range Mapping Area
0x00000000 - 0x20000000 PROM area
0x20000000 - 0x40000000 I/O area
0x40000000 - 0x60000000 SRAM area
0x60000000 - 0x80000000 SDRAM area
0x40000000 - 0x80000000 SDRAM area (if SRAM is disabled)
0xA0000000 - 0xA0030000 AHBRAM area

Table 3.1: GR712RC Memory Map

read access for code and data objects over two 16MiB banks. The SRAM
is divided into different logical sections consisting of code objects, data ob-
jects, cached data, etc. Each of these sections has read, write, execute or
allocate properties. As we have SRAM placed at the address 0x40000000,
the SDRAM is mapped at the base address 0x60000000 in our setup. The
SDRAM has read, execute and allocate access over one 512 MiB bank. The
AHBRAM on-chip memory is mapped to the base address 0xA0000000 with
read and write access. This memory is due to manufacturing silicon bugs
not cacheable in the L1 caches of the LEON3 processor cores [Cob18b]. As
the execution of code from the AHBRAM thus is rather slow, it it reserved
as data storage for on-chip IP cores for future use.

The two LEON3FT cores of the GR712RC system are Harvard architec-
tures which means that they internally have separate buses and memories
for both code and data. As a consequence, each core features separate I- and
D-caches of 16 KB size each. The caches are organized in a set-associative
fashion and use true LRU (Least-Recently Used) as replacement policy. The
operation of these caches can be controlled using the LEON’s cache control
registers. This way, the caches can, for example, be frozen (also known as
cache locking) in order to support real-time operation. The cache configu-
ration registers are used to indicate the size and configuration of the caches,
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Address Range Mapping Area
0x08000000 - 0x08010000 Flash area
0x20000000 - 0x20000008 SRAM area
0x40000000 - 0x480017FF I/O area

Table 3.2: STM32F051 Memory Map

i.e., their degree of associativity or their use as local scratchpad memory.
These properties offer interesting opportunities for future memory-related
optimizations trading time with energy and security.

3.5.2 ST Microelectronics STM32F051

The specific implementation of the ARM Cortex-M0 architecture considered
by TeamPlay is the STM32F051 by ST Microelectronics [STM17]. Due to
the maximal simplicity of this architecture, it only features an 8 KB small
SRAM memory and an up to 64 KB large Flash memory. The memory map
of this processor is summarized in Table 3.2.

In WCC’s setup, the Flash memory is partitioned into two logical sections
in order to permanently store constant data and read-only executable code.
Writable data is not allocated to the Flash memory due to the large penalties
in terms of time and energy consumption of Flash memory write accesses. For
this reason, the classical data sections of a Cortex-M0 executable program
are mapped to a 4 KBs large part of the SRAM area ranging from addresses
0x20000000 to 0x20000FFF. The upper 4 KB of the available SRAMmemory
(addresses 0x20001000 to 0x20001FFF) are reserved for executable program
code. This way, code can be executed by the Cortex-M0 from the SRAM
memory instead of the Flash memory, providing a low-latency and highly
energy-efficient kind of Scratchpad Memory (SPM).

3.6 Summary and Future Work

Initial support for both the LEON3 and Cortex-M0 architectures has been
added to WCC’s internal data structures, to the code selector and code
generator stages, and LEON3- and Cortex-M0-specific memory layout spec-
ifications have been provided. First tests using a very simple code example
(fact.c from the TeamPlay Examples GIT repository) show that this way,
WCC is able to generate valid assembly output for the newly considered
target architectures.

As next steps, WCC’s builtin capabilities for WCET analysis will have
to be tested for these architectures, especially that flow facts annotated
at WCC’s High-Level IR (cf. Section 2.4) are correctly propagated to the
LEON3 and Cortex-M0 LLIR. Furthermore, careful tests of the novel mem-
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ory layout specifications are still pending. Finally, the new LEON3 and
Cortex-M0 ports of WCC will have to be applied to the darknet/YOLO
code described in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 4

Integration of static WCET
Analyzer aiT

4.1 Introduction

As described in Section 2.3, WCC performs WCET-aware compilation and
optimization. In order to achieve this, WCC is tightly coupled with Ab-
sInt’s WCET analyzer aiT so that the WCET of a single-task application
is estimated during compilation. Due to the tight integration of the WCET
analyzer with WCC, this analysis is done fully automatically once the user
calls WCC with the corresponding flags so that a C program is compiled
and a WCET analysis is carried out at compile time. Once the WCET data
is computed by aiT, it is imported into WCC’s back-end by attaching it
to the compiler’s Low-Level IR. The following WCET-related data is made
available within WCC this way:

• Global WCET of the entire program, WCET of each function and each
basic block,

• worst-case call frequency per function,

• worst-case execution frequency per basic block,

• worst-case execution frequency per control flow graph (CFG) edge,

• execution feasibility of each CFG edge,

• cache hits and misses.

Until the start of TeamPlay, WCC supported Infineon TriCore TC1796
and TC1797, Infineon AURIX and ARM7TDMI as target architectures.
However, WCET analysis for these targets was supported only by different
versions of aiT. With the advent of LEON3 and ARM Cortex as TeamPlay
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target architectures, effort was spent to homogeneously use the latest revi-
sion of aiT for all of WCC’s target architectures in order to keep WCC’s
code base clean and up to date.

4.2 Background

Most of the WCET-aware compilation frameworks which are already present
do not provide a smooth integration of WCET analysis into a compiler. The
authors of [KP01] presented the transformation of program path information
during compiler optimization, but the compilation and WCET analysis are
fully decoupled. The assembly output obtained from the compiler is passed
to the WCET analyzer along with further mandatory information on the
program’s control flow. Additionally, the proposed compiler only processes a
limited subset of ANSI C, and the modeled target processor lacks pipelines
and caches.

The interactive compilation system VISTA [ZKW+04] translates C source
code into a low-level IR on which further code optimizations are done.
VISTA supports simple processors without caches like the StarCore SC100
with the help of a proprietary static WCET analyzer which is integrated
into the compilation system. However, only the analysis of small programs
is possible due to limited scalability of the WCET analyzer.

Similar to the previous framework, the static WCET analyzer Heptane [CP01]
with multi-target support for simple processors like StrongARM 1110 or Hi-
tachi H8/300, expects C source code as input. This C source code is then
parsed into a high-level IR, which is then translated into a low-level IR.
Heptane computes WCET either at source code level via a tree-based ap-
proach using combination rules for source code statements or via an ILP-
based method that operates on a CFG extracted from the task’s binary
executable program. Compiler optimizations are not supported and must be
disabled to avoid a mismatch between the syntax tree and the control flow
graph.

Another static WCET analyzer called SWEET [GES+06] with a research
focus on flow analysis, incorporates different techniques for the calculation
of loop iteration counts and the detection of infeasible paths. The target
architectures supported by SWEET are ARM9 and NEC V850E processors.
Assembly-level optimizations are not supported in order to avoid mismatches
between the analyzer’s high-level IR where the flow analyses are performed,
and the object code used for the WCET analysis. In addition, SWEET is
coupled to a research compiler which is only able to process a subset of ANSI
C. It only supports in-order pipelines and does not consider timing anomalies
during pipeline analysis.

A compiler framework called TUBOUND [PSK08] is integrated with a
static WCET analyzer and allows applying source code optimizations, since
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Figure 4.1: Workflow of AbsInt’s Static WCET Analyzer aiT

flow facts specified as pragmas in the ANSI C code are automatically up-
dated. This is achieved by extending supported optimizations by a mecha-
nism that keeps flow facts consistent. This approach resembles the handling
of flow facts in the WCC framework. However, in contrast to WCC’s 27
flow fact-aware source code optimizations, [PSK08] reports only three sup-
ported optimizations. TUBOUND supports the C167 processor which lacks
caches and a pipeline. Due to missing compiler back-end support, assembly
optimizations are not available in TUBOUND.

AbsInt’s WCET analyzer aiT is the leading industrial WCET analyzer.
Its overall workflow is depicted in Figure 4.1. It applies static analyses
on its proprietary intermediate format for executable code (CRL2) to, e.g.,
compute register values, loop iteration counts, and cache and pipeline states.
The Path Analysis stage computes the global WCET of a program. For each
block on a path P from a program’s entry point to its end point, its maximum
execution time T is given after Pipeline Analysis. Using the determined
loop iteration counts, a block’s maximum number of executions C is safely
approximated. The WCET of path P is the sum of the products T ∗ C
over all blocks of P . Path analysis computes a program’s WCET by finding
the maximum path WCET which is done using integer-linear programming
(ILP). aiT supports a broad range of target architectures – especially the
ARM Cortex-M0 and LEON3 considered by TeamPlay and WCC – with a
vast spectrum of processor features like, e.g., deep pipelines, caches, complex
memory hierarchies, static branch predictors, pre-fetching etc.

For the interaction with the various analyses of aiT, the XML Timing
Cookie (XTC) language [Abs] has been proposed which is a public inter-
change format used for the first time in the Interest project to transport
information, analysis requests, and results between the applications for gen-
erating or analyzing different parts of embedded software. An XTC file is
made up of two parts: A common section and a cookie section. The common
section, whose structure is mandated by the XTC specification, contains in-
formation on the project to analyze, information needed for the requested
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analyses, and the analysis requests as well as analysis results. The cookie
section is an implementation-defined storage where a tool can place tool-
specific data that might be useful for restarting an analysis. XTC provide
a programmatic way to call the AbsInt timing analysis tools. Each request
in an XTC file specifies the type of analysis that shall be conducted, and
the various input parameters needed to conduct such an analysis. These
input parameters include the specific target for which the analysis shall be
conducted, e.g., the LEON3; the binary executable that shall be analyzed;
the task or runnable that shall be analyzed; (optionally) a link to an anno-
tation file containing additional semantic information for the analysis; and
(optionally) a link to a location to store a detailed analysis report. After the
invocation of the analyzer, the XTC file contains a response for each request,
e.g., the resulting execution times.

4.3 Integration of aiT version 18.10

For the previous versions of aiT (17.04 and b217166) integrated in WCC,
the compiler called each of aiT’s command line tools separately one-by-one
like, e.g., exec2crl (disassembly and control flow graph reconstruction),
or arm7pipe (cache and pipeline analysis) in order to realize the overall
workflow depicted in Figure 4.1. For this purpose, WCC issued tailored
system calls invoking all the different, target-specific tools, each of them
with tailored command-line arguments and parameters.

However, the license manager of aiT’s latest revision 18.10 which serves as
unified and commonWCET analysis infrastructure of TeamPlay prevents the
direct interaction with aiT’s individual analysis tools. Instead, one dedicated
program called alauncher is now responsible for all interactions with aiT
and for its license management, and the interfaces provided by alauncher
soleley base on the XTC format described in the previous section. As a
consequence, the entire encapsulation of aiT within WCC needed to undergo
a major overhaul.

alauncher takes an XTC file as one of the inputs and then executes the
analyses defined therein without showing or starting a graphical interface.
Another input file required by aiT to run analyses is an annotation file which
contains details about the target architecture configuration as well as user-
provided annotations like, e.g., flow facts or memory access patterns. The
results of the analyses can later be found in the XML output files specified
in the XTC file that are then parsed by WCC in order to extract analysis
results and WCET data from them.

Based on the target architecture for which compilation is being done and
the compilation flags set by the user, both the XTC and the annotation files
are auto-generated by the compiler during runtime. Besides the links to the
executable to be analyzed and to the location of the annotation file, the
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XTC also specifies options for value analysis, stack analysis, etc., hardware
options like, e.g., stack address, stack area, etc., LP solver options, cache
options, analysis entry-point information, etc.

In order to generate the inputs for aiT, WCC’s memory layout specifi-
cation as described in Section 2.2 plays a key role. In particular, memory
regions containing the stack, regions with read or write accesses, memory
region properties, address ranges of memory accesses etc. are determined
and passed to aiT.

These novel ways to interact with aiT via alauncher and XTC files are
fully implemented within WCC. Thus, AbsInt’s latest version 18.10 of the
aiT WCET analyzer is completely encapsulated in WCC. The compiler user
is unaware of the fact that timing analysis is performed in the background
due to the smooth integration of aiT with WCC. The user does not get in
touch with the configuration of parameters mandatory to run a static WCET
analysis, which makes WCC user-friendly in a sense that the user does not
have to face the burden of setting up a valid run-time environment for aiT.

This whole new WCET analysis framework of WCC can be activated by
invoking WCC with the command line argument -Owcet. This switch has
the effect that, after having applied all high- and low-level optimizations,
WCC performs a WCET analysis of the final, optimized binary executable
program. WCET analysis results are placed in two files called wcet.log and
report.txt. The first one contains a brief summary of analysis results, e.g.,
the program’s global WCET, or the WCETs and instruction cache misses
per function. The latter one contains detailed logs produced by each of
aiT’s analysis steps and includes (amongst many other information) analysis
warnings or errors. Using WCC’s command line option -vn with n being
an integer between 0 and 9, the user can control the amount of information
displayed by the compiler.

An excerpt of the typical output produced by WCC when applying it to
the simple fact.wcc.c code from the TeamPlay Examples repository looks
as follows:

~> arm-wcc -O0 -Owcet -v8 -S fact.wcc.c
wcc release 1.8 (Infineon TriCore TC1.3, TC1.3.1; ARM ARMv4,

ARMv4T, ARMv5T, ARMv5TE, ARMv5TEJ, ARMv6, LEON3)
Built on Mon Nov 5 11:57:50 CET 2018 for Linux

4.15.0-36-generic with g++ 7
wcc [preprocessor]: Note:

/opt/local/arm-gcc/4.2.3/bin/arm-elf-cpp
-D__USES_INITFINI__ -DFLOAT_WORD_ORDER_MISMATCH
-mcpu=arm7tdmi -v fact.wcc.c -o /tmp/41oc3L.i

wcc [parser]: Note: Reading file ’/tmp/41oc3L.i’.
wcc [optimizer]: Note: Removing nested function calls.
wcc [optimizer]: Note: Converting simple assignment

operators.
wcc [code selector]: Note: Performing code selection for
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"fact.wcc.c" using arm-gcc.
wcc [code selector]: Note: Reading LLIR from assembler file

/tmp/D40QL0.s
wcc [optimizer]: Note: Optimizing low-level IR (physical).
wcc [optimizer]: Note: Performing operation bit width

reduction.
wcc [optimizer]: Note: Performing empty basic block

elimination.
wcc [optimizer]: Note: Performing unreachable basic block

elimination.
wcc [optimizer]: Note: Performing redundant basic block

elimination.
wcc [optimizer]: Note: Performing silicon bug correction.
wcc [optimizer]: Note: Performing jump displacement

correction.
wcc [optimizer]: Note: Optimizing multi-task set.
wcc [wcet analyzer]: Note: Performing WCET analysis with

aiT.
wcc: Info: EP to analyze: main
wcc: Info: aiT exec: ulimit -v 4194304 &&

/opt/local/aiT/a3/18-10/share/a3_arm/bin/alauncher
-b /tmp/MOO9Bm.apx --report-file report.txt

*** Global WCET ( main ): 1519 cycles ***
wcc: Note: Elapsed user time (seconds): 0.25858
wcc: Progress: [12:09:17]: WCET statistics for entrypoint

’main’:
- Overall number of basic blocks: 8
- Blocks on WCEP: 5 (62.500000%)
- Overall codesize: 160
- Codesize on WCEP: 100 (62.500000%)

It shows that, after pre-processing, code generation and some mandatory
optimizations, the novel integration of aiT is functional and performs a fully
automated WCET analysis of the entry point main of program fact.c.

4.4 Summary and Future Work

Currently, WCC’s WCET analysis framework using aiT 18.10 fully sup-
ports the Infineon TriCore TC1796 and TC1797 processors as well as the
ARM7TDMI processor. It is is intensively tested and in daily use.

The work on supporting WCET analysis within WCC for the LEON3
and Cortex-M0 architectures is still in progress. At the time of writing this
deliverable, the memory layout specifications of both processors are available
to WCC. Furthermore, the LEON3 and Cortex-M0 processor-specific code
base for performing WCET analysis is already in place within the WCC
framework. However, a careful validation and a thorough test campaign
will have to be done in the very near future. In particular, it will have
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to be checked whether additional LEON3/Cortex-specific annotations are
required by aiT and whether all flow facts are properly annotated to the
correct positions in the resulting binary executables.

The current aiT version 18.10 provides support to parallelize multiple
analyses on different cores of a host computer. Adding support for this
feature to WCC will help to considerably save analysis time during WCET-
aware compilation and optimization.
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Chapter 5

WCC’s Basic Energy Analysis
Framework

5.1 Introduction

Besides retargeting of the TeamPlay compiler’s infrastructure to the target
architectures of the project, another important aspect of task T3.1 is to spec-
ify and to realize the interfaces between the compiler and tools developed in
other work packages. In particular, the work plan foresees to define a com-
mon interchange format that allows to pass information on machine code and
on energy analysis results between WCC and the energy analyzer developed
in work package WP4. This interchange format is described in the follows
in Section 5.3. Task T3.2 on Formal Support for Multi-Criterial Compiler
Optimization relies on the presence of some basic energy analysis within the
compiler. This prototypical infrastructure is subject of Section 5.4.

This chapter is a combination and extension of material already docu-
mented earlier in deliverables D4.1 “First Report on Architecture-Level En-
ergy Usage, Timing and Security Modeling” and D7.4 “Intermediate Project
Progress Report” which both were due by September 30, 2018.

5.2 Background

For more than 20 years, there has been considerable effort to estimate the
energy consumption of software. The main focus usually lies on those compo-
nents of embedded systems that contribute a high percentage to the overall
energy budget: the processor and the used memories.

5.2.1 Processor Energy

Processor energy has been estimated at various levels of abstraction in the
past. [SBdM99] propose an energy model based on available component data
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sheets where each of the considered components is assumed to be either active
or idle. By providing energy values for components both in active and idle
states, the authors build up an energy model by accumulating active and
idle energy consumptions of all components over time. Such imprecise and
coarse-grained models are obviously not suitable for use within a compiler
to guide energy-aware optimizations.

Simulation-based approaches for energy analysis perform simulations of
programs based on a processor description (e.g., given in VHDL) at mod-
ule, register-transfer or gate level. Such simulations provide indicators about
switching activities inside the active processor during the execution of the
program. By exploiting information about manufacturing process technol-
ogy, the switching activities can be correlated to energy consumption esti-
mates for CMOS semiconductors. Such energy analysis approaches are only
feasible if simulation models of a given processor’s internals are available
which is regularly not the case for Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) pro-
cessors.

Energy analyses based on physical measurements with real hardware usu-
ally provide results of good quality but without relying too much on the
availability of knowledge on the internal processor implementation. One of
the first measurement-based energy models was presented in [TL98]. It is
based on “instruction base costs” and “inter-instruction costs”. While the
processor executes a long sequence of one and the same machine instruction,
the average procesor current is measured. This value is considered as the
base cost for the instruction under consideration. Having determined base
costs for all instructions, long sequences of pairs of two different instructions
were measured in order to capture switching activities during the transition
from one instruction to the other.

In [SKWM01], this seminal work was extended by the consideration of
Hamming costs for the number of bits that are set to one (“number of ones”)
in an instruction word as well as the Hamming distance (i.e., the number
of bit flips) between the current and the subsequent instruction words. Fur-
thermore, data-dependent energy costs inside a processor are also modeled.

5.2.2 Memory Energy

The energy dissipation of the processor has for some time been the main
target of research, since its contribution to the energy consumption of a
system is obvious. Several studies have shown, however, that the memory’s
contribution to overall energy dissipation is increasing.

In order to model a memory’s energy consumption, data sheet-based ap-
proaches have been proposed, e.g., for SRAM or DRAMmemories [SBdM99].
If a certain memory is physically available, then it may be possible to
measure its energy consumption during different kinds of accesses. For
state-dependent memories like, e.g., DRAM, different access modes (e.g.
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burst accesses) also have to be considered in order to build a valid energy
database. Measurement based memory energy models have been described
e.g. in [SKWM01], where a high-level representation of the entire system,
including data and instruction memory, is used to formulate a model which
is then connected to actual energy values using physical measurements. An-
alytical energy models are probably the most versatile models, since neither
a physical memory nor data sheet information is required. They base on
observations that are true for all memories of a particular kind. They would,
e.g., assume a certain amount of energy for a full DRAM access, and a lower
energy amount for a sequential burst access. A well known example for an
analytical memory model is the CACTI tool [WJ96, Hew08].

5.3 XML-Based Exchange Format for Energy Data

As a part of an early investigation of the TeamPlay partners into obtaining,
modeling, analyzing and exploiting energy consumption, an approach to inte-
grate arbitrary energy models known from literature was realized. It should
be designed in a flexible way since at the time of writing of this deliverable,
it was not fully clear at which level of detail the energy consumption of the
TeamPlay target architectures will have to be characterized. Furthermore,
the proposed approach must be easy to integrate into the various analysis
and optimization tools developed in TeamPlay.

Based on the good previous experiences when using structured XML in
the form of AbsInt’s XML Timing Cookies [Abs] in order to integrate WCET
timing models into the WCC compiler (cf. Chapter 4.2), we decided to also
use XML as common interchange format for energy-related data.

We define a general area via a tag <general> ... </general> that de-
scribes some generic architectural properties. This can either be meta infor-
mation like, e. g., the document creation date or time, but can also include
the architecture name and some other information that might not depend
on a specific machine instruction. A very simple example for a hypothetical
ARM7-based architecture is shown in Listing 5.1.

In this example, the tag <reg> ... </reg> is used to specify the bi-
nary representation of registers. This kind of information might be neces-
sary to precisely compute the hamming distance between two subsequent
instructions. The tag structure <hamming> ... </hamming> and <iaddr>
... </iaddr> can be used to specify energy consumptions related to the
hamming distance of addresses of subsequent instructions.

Using the tag <instructions> ... </instructions> as shown in List-
ing 5.2, we can model the energy consumption of individual machine instruc-
tions.

The use of XML allows to easily nest specification constructs which comes
handy while describing the <instructions> environment. The machine in-
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Listing 5.1: XML definition of general architectural properties.
<gene ra l>

<arch>ARM7TDMI</arch>
<reg>

<id>0</ id>
<hamming>

<binary>0000</binary>
</hamming>

</ reg>
<reg>

<id>1</ id>
<hamming>

<binary>0001</binary>
</hamming>

</ reg>
<hamming>

<iaddr>
<energy>0 .3</ energy>

</ iaddr>
</hamming>

</ gene ra l>

structions can be described as detailed as necessary or wanted by nested
<case> ... </case> tags. As depicted in Listing 5.2, instructions can be
differentiated further at different levels of granularity like, e. g., an "ADD r0,
r1, r2" and an "ADD r0, r1, IMMEDIATE". The introduction of processor-
specific additional tags is also supported. For example, Listing 5.2 shows a
tag <mode> ... </mode> that is specific to an ARM-ish architecture.

The key advantage of using XML as exchange format for energy-related
data is that it allows to nest constructs and to provide default values if
no such nesting is used. Listing 5.2 shows that the energy consumption of
two variants of an ADD instruction are explicitly specified. For instructions
other than ADD, the case structure from the example code does not match
so that the default energy value of 10 is actually used in such a situation.
While this code example is over-simplified and makes no sense for real energy
models, it simply shows the high flexibility of the file format, since different
versions of instructions can be specified explicitly while default values apply
to other instruction scenarios. This allows to incrementally add energy data
for specific cases that turn out to be relevant in the course of TeamPlay,
while other cases of instructions that turn out to be irrelevant do not have
to be specified explicitly.

Listing 5.2 also shows a combination of the tags <binary> ... </binary>
and <hamming> ... </hamming> which defines the binary representation of
the instruction word. Here, an ’x’ stands for an unknown which may mask,
e. g., register operands. During an energy analysis, these x-es might be sub-
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Listing 5.2: XML definition of the instructions environment.
<in s t r u c t i o n s>

<case>
<opcode>ADD</opcode>
<mode>thumb</mode>
<type>ar i thmet i c</ type>
<hamming>

<binary>0010101110xxxxxx</binary>
<energy>1</energy>

</hamming>
<case>

<cond i t i on>true</ cond i t i on>
<case>

<arg2>immediate</arg2>
<energy>17</ energy>

</ case>
<case>

<arg2>reg</arg2>
<energy>18</arg2>

</ case>
<energy>20</ energy>

</ case>
</ case>
<!−− . . . Generic f a l l b a c k . . . −−>
<energy>10</ energy>

</ i n s t r u c t i o n s>

stituted by the real binary values that can stem from, e. g., the general
section as already shown in Listing 5.1. In this context, the tag <energy>
... </energy> specifies the energy consumption for a hamming weight of 1
of an instruction.

Within our XML format, instructions are represented at bit-level as a
sequence of {0, 1, x, d}. As already stated above, an ’x’ bit is unknown,
but the switching of this bit matters to an instruction’s energy consumption.
Likewise, a ’d’ bit is also unknown, but the switching of this bit does not
matter to the energy model.

For example,

• the hamming weight of 0011001 is 3,

• the hamming weight of 0011dd1 is 3, and

• the hamming weight of 0011xx1 is 5.

Furthermore, two subsequent instructions represented at the bit-level by
0011001 and 0011000 have a hamming distance of 1 due to one actual bit
that flips. Likewise, the hamming distance between 00110x1 and 0011000
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is 2. If, however, we consider 0011001 and 00110d0, the hamming distance
will again be 1, since the ’d’ bit in the successor does not matter.

Listing 5.3: XML definition of inter-instruction costs.
<in s t r u c t i o n s>

. . .
<case>

<opcode>ADD</opcode>
. . .

<succ>
<case>

<opcode>MUL</opcode>
<energy>1</energy>
<hamming>

<energy>0 .7</ energy>
</hamming>

</ case>
<case>

<type>memory</ type>
<energy>2 .3</ energy>

</ case>
</ succ>

</ case>
</ i n s t r u c t i o n>

Listing 5.3 shows how to model inter-instruction costs between two suc-
cessive instructions. Here, the inter-instruction cost is considered as 1 if
MUL is the succeeding instruction immediately after an ADD instruction. Fur-
thermore, for each flipped bit in the binary representation of ADD and MUL,
i. e., for each unit of the two instructions’ hamming distance, additional en-
ergy costs of 0.7 are considered. In the end, the complete inter-instruction
cost of the instruction sequence ADD-MUL will be calculated as 1 + (ham-
ming_distance)*0.7, provided that the hamming weights of these instruc-
tions are also specified (omitted in Listing 5.3 for the sake of brevity).

The XML construct <types> ... </types> allows to from groups of
instructions having equal or at least very similar properties like, e. g., arith-
metical or logical instructions. This allows to specify the energy consumption
once for a group as a whole and relieves the burden to explicitly specify each
and every machine instruction. Likewise, inter-instruction costs can simply
be specified when switching from, e. g., a memory access instruction to an
arithmetical instruction. Furthermore, case tags can be extended by labels
like, e. g., <case label="addRegRegImm">. This might facilitate debugging
in order to see which case is actually used to assign energy costs to a specific
machine instruction.

Listing 5.4 shows an example of the XML definition of memory-related
energy costs. The tag <memory> ... </memory> is used to capture all in-
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formation inside the XML structure regarding a certain architecture’s mem-
ories.

Listing 5.4: XML definition of memory-related energy costs.
<memory>

<case>
<ID>REGION</ID>
<reg ion>PFLASH</ reg i on>
<case>

<type>read</ type>
<core>0</ core>
<case>

<width>8</width>
<energy>16 .3</ energy>
<hamming>

<energy>0 .2</ energy>
</hamming>

</ case>
<case>

<width>16</width>
<energy>22 .3</ energy>

</ case>
</ case>
<case>

<type>wr i t e</ type>
<energy>20</ energy>

</ case>
<energy>30</ energy>

</ case>
</memory>

The tag <region> ... </region> is used to denote a phyical memory’s
name like, e.g., PFLASH, FLASH-C, FLASH-NC, etc. In this example, a read
by core 0, which is specified by the tag <core>, with a width of 8 bits,
specified by the tag <width>, takes 16.3 energy units. Furthermore, each
flipped bit between two subsequently read memory words of 8 bits width
contributes additional 0.2 units of consumed energy. Likewise, a 16 bits-
wide read will take 22.3 energy units. In case of a write access, the core does
not matter in the given example and 20 energy units are annotated here. In
all other cases that were not explicitly specified in the XML file like, e.g.,
reads from a different core other than core 0, we consider 30 energy units
per access by default.

5.4 Energy Analysis within WCC

In the early stages of TeamPlay, the foreseen energy analysis tool is not yet
released by AbsInt. Nevertheless, early investigations of promising multi-
criterial optimization approaches require some basic infrastructure for energy
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Figure 5.1: WCC’s Basic Energy Analysis Framework

analysis within the WCC compiler.
For this purpose, the XML interchange format described in Section 5.3

was integrated into the compiler. Using the well-established C++ Boost
library [Boo18], an XML parser was realized so that WCC is able to process
any kind of energy model that is provided as an external configuration file.

However, having access to an instruction-level energy model within the
compiler is not yet sufficient to do energy analysis of complete assembly-level
programs. The energy model provides energy costs for a single execution of
an instruction or a memory access. In order to determine, however, the en-
ergy hot spots within a complete software program, the execution frequencies
of individual code fragments must be taken into account. Thus, energy anal-
ysis regularly consists of both the energy model and some technique to obtain
execution statistics for the program currently examined.

For this reason, WCC features an infrastructure for energy analysis as
depicted in Figure 5.1. Here, the assembly code of WCC’s low-level IR is
exported and linked to a binary executable that is passed to an external
cycle-true instruction set simulator (in our case Synopsys CoMeT that also
supports a broad range of ARM Cortex processors). WCC transparently
invokes this simulator on the binary so that CoMeT produces a runtime
profile. In particular, this runtime profile contains average-case execution
statistics about how often individual pieces of the binary are executed. These
execution statistics are imported into WCC’s back-end and are combined
with the available energy data so that in the end, data about the energy
consumption of different assembly code blocks are available within WCC’s
low-level IR.

5.5 Summary and Future Work

The infrastructure described in this chapter results from a joint effort of
several partners and is part of cross-work package activities. As a result, all
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tool partners involved in energy analysis can rely on one common file format
in order to exchange energy-related data between various TeamPlay tools.
Furthermore, an early setup for energy analysis has been realized within the
WCC compiler in order to support activities in tasks T3.2 and T3.3.

With the future advances in the field of energy modelling in work package
WP4, the data gathered by energy measurements and forming an energy
model will be integrated into the WCC compiler framework using the XML-
based infrastructure presented in Section 5.3. Depending on the outcomes
of future WP4 activities, the XML interchange file format will have to be
extended by tags for, e.g., cache hit or miss energy costs.

With the release of AbsInt’s energy analyzer, this TeamPlay tool will be
tightly integrated into the compiler so that it will replace the prototypical
infrastructure depicted in Figure 5.1 in the future.
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Chapter 6

Use Case: Low-Power
Computational Unit for Drones

6.1 Introduction

The “Low-Power Computational Unit for Drones” use case concerns energy-
saving strategies for enabling advanced computational workloads on drones.
The two concrete agriculture and maritime use cases both require on-line
detection of objects by the drone. To this end, we are investigating the
use of deep learning networks on the drone, based on the state-of-the-art
YOLO network [RF17]. This network can, for example, be used to detect
animals, humans, and other obstacles in the agricultural scenario, as well
as to detect people in the water and boats in the maritime scenario. Use
of YOLO with the TeamPlay toolchain however requires modification of the
YOLO implementation to make it ANSI C-compliant, as described in this
chapter.

6.2 Background

You Only Look Once (YOLO) is a state-of-the-art, real-time object detec-
tion system [RF17] based on deep learning. For details on deep learning, we
refer to TeamPlay Deliverable D4.1. Compared to similar systems, YOLO is
fast enough to be used in real time while retaining a high degree of precision.
Nevertheless, the computational resources required for executing YOLO are
quite substantial: the systems that are used for YOLO-based experiments of-
ten have power consumption equalling or exceeding the total power required
to operate a fixed-wing drone.

The YOLO network can be executed using an open-source C-based im-
plementation called “Darknet” [Red16] which is deemed suitable for the con-
crete drone-based use cases. This implementation supports both multi-core
and heterogeneous (GPU-based) computations and should be useable on the
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proposed hardware (Apalis TK1, described below). The Darknet implemen-
tation is, however, not written in ANSI C, which makes it incompatible with
the TeamPlay toolchain. Refactoring of the code base is therefore required,
as described in Section 6.3.

The fixed-wing drones currently used in TeamPlay will be equipped
with a high-end mobile CPU and GPU based on Apalis TK1 V1.2 from
NVIDIA [Tor17]. This system-on-module is suitable for mounting in a drone
and is equipped both with a quad-core ARM Cortex-A15 and a Kepler GPU
with 192 CUDA cores. The Darknet implementation can make use of mutiple
threads and can make use of a GPU based on CUDA, thus making it possible
to implement different algorithms (single-core, multi-core, GPU-based) from
the very same code base.

6.3 Description of Darknet’s Code Base

The Darknet code base has been implemented using GCC-specific exten-
sions to C and using Linux-based header files, none of which are ANSI
C-compliant. The TeamPlay toolchain however relies on the WCC com-
piler [FL10] which is based on the ANSI C standard. The Darknet code
base has therefore been refactored to make it ANSI C-compliant and hence
compatible with WCC and the TeamPlay toolchain in general.

The GCC-specific extensions include a number of function and parameter
modifiers that do not change the semantics of the program, but help to direct
optimization and static analysis within the GCC compiler. These can thus
be eliminated without any impact on the program. The use of Linux-based
header files is more problematic, as these cannot easily be eliminated and are
used to implement I/O functionality required by the Darknet software. To fix
this issue, the Darknet code base has been refactored to not use the standard
C include files, by (1) placing all I/O functionality in a few selected files, and
(2) using wrapper functions to call all implementations of standard functions,
e.g., to perform computations of mathematical functions from the standard
C library. The isolated I/O functionality can be compiled using GCC and
linked in as an external library. Since WCC is not concerned with optimizing
I/O functionality, this has no significant impact on the ability of WCC to
optimize the Darknet software. The use of wrapper functions may turn
out to have a negative impact on performance. This can be analyzed using
runtime profiling, and a library with dedicated functions can be developed if
required, allowing selected functions to be directly processed and optimized
by WCC.

As WCC is a pure ANSI C-compliant compiler, it does not feature a com-
plete runtime environment for the C standard library and the accompanying
header files. On the contrary, GCC supports these C standard libraries and
it has become a common practice to consider these C runtime libraries to be
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a part of the ANSI C standard, which they are not. These standard header
files contain lots of constructs like, e.g., __extension__ which are also not
ANSI C, which in turn are not compliant to WCC. Therefore, it was neces-
sary to remove any dependency of the Darknet code base on the standard
header files. Furthermore, while adapting the Darknet code base for WCC,
we encountered that const qualifiers were used to indicate that arrays will
not be modified by some function calls. This was somehow accepted by
GCC, but in general, the qualifier const specifies that a variable value will
not be changed nor may it be changed by using a pointer. This particular
incompatibility with the ANSI C-standard also had to be removed from the
source code.

While passing the Darknet code through WCC, an issue arose at multiple
occasions where structmember variables declared as an array were accessed.
The ANSI C standard makes a subtle distinction in the semantics of lvalues
in the context of arrays. Therefore, it was necessary to declare a pointer
pointing towards a struct’s array member variable and then accessing the
array by using this pointer as an lvalue.

The resulting refactored version of the Darknet code base is finally com-
patible with WCC and can thus be used straightforwardly with the TeamPlay
toolchain.

6.4 Summary and Future Work

Currently, most of the Darknet code base runs through WCC. The depen-
dencies of the Darknet code base on C standard libraries for I/O are handeled
via external library code. Also, in order to estimate the WCET, aiT needs to
estimate the number of times each loop iterates at most. For well-structured
loops, aiT can estimate the maximum loop count automatically, but for a
complicated code base like Darknet, it is necessary to annotate the code
with proper flow facts. These flow facts are then passed down by WCC (cf.
Section 2.4) and aiT will finally exploit this user-provided information to
estimate the WCET of the code base.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

TUHH developed and provided an initial version of the WCC compiler for
the LEON3 and ARM Cortex-M0 architectures. At the same time, AbsInt
provided one common version of its static WCET analyzer aiT for use by
the TeamPlay consortium. The integration of this common aiT release into
WCC was achieved.

AbsInt, UBRIS and TUHH agreed on a common XML-based format to
interchange energy-related information between various TeamPlay tools. An
initial framework for early energy analyses within the compiler has been set
up.

TUHH has set up a dedicated TeamPlay server enabling interested part-
ners to remotely log in and to experiment withWCC and aiT. The procedures
required for accessing this server and WCC are documented in a TeamPlay
Wiki.1 Login accounts for remote access to this server have been provided
to interested partners.

SDU has provided an initial source code revision of a deep-learning ap-
plication. This code base has, to a large extent, been ported to ANSI C and
been passed successfully through WCC in a joint effort by SDU and TUHH.

As next steps, the existing WCC ports for both LEON3 and ARM
Cortex-M0 will undergo a careful test campaign. For this purpose, they
will be applied to the YOLO code base in order to validate the code gener-
ated by WCC and in order to test its memory layout specifications for both
target architectures. This test campaign will also include WCC’s infrastruc-
ture for static WCET analysis so that automated timing analyses of YOLO
will be achieved for both LEON3 and Cortex-M0.

According to the TeamPlay work plan, year 2 of Task T3.1 is devoted
to the implementation of interfaces between WCC and tools developed in
other work packages. As a consequence, AbsInt’s new energy analysis tool
released in November 2018 will be integrated into WCC. Furthermore, actual

1https://gitlab.inria.fr/TeamPlay/TeamPlay_Development/TeamPlay_Tools/
wikis/wcc
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energy data for the LEON3 and ARM architectures will be integrated into
the compiler on the basis of TeamPlay’s common exchange file format.

The interfaces and their semantics between the WCC compiler and the
CSL language from WP1 on the one hand and the coordination mechanisms
of WP2 on the other hand will also be specified and implemented during
TeamPlay year 2. For this purpose, a focused working meeting has been
scheduled at USTAN from January 28th - 31st, 2019.
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